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Curators Appoint Ratchford President
C. Brice Ratchford, former
vice president for extension ,
was appointed president of the
University by the Board of
Curators on June 24. Ratchford
had served as interim president
since the resignation of
President John Weaver last
October.
As one of his first acts as
permanent president, Ratchford named a Selection
Committee to recommend a

list of possible candidates for
the UMC .Chancellorship.
Since former Chancellor John
Schwada resigned last fall, the
pos t had been filled on an interim basis by Prov.ost and
Dean of Faculty Herbert
Schooling.
Ratchford will piCK one name
from the Committee's list as his
nominee for chancellor. But the
final decision will come from
the Curators.
According to MSA President
Chip Casteel, the most
significant thing about the
selection process is that, for the
first time on any University of
Missouri campus, students are
voting members on a cl: .ncellor
selection committee.

new chancellor, Owen Koeppe,
Selection Committee chairman
said Friday. Koeppe said it
would be "at least" the end of
September beforp the committee submitted its recommendations to the president.
In announcing the appointment, former Curators
President Pleasant Smith said
Ratchford would have "full
responsibility and authority for
the operation of the University."
"I can assure you he has the
complete confidence of the
Board of Curators," Smith said.
"He has a t all times since his
appointment as vice president
been closely involved with
administrative, financial and
educa tional activi ties. "

Two of the eight members
of the Selection Committee are

students. The others are faculty
and adminis tra tors .
C. BRICE RATCHFORD

President Ratchford set no
deadline for the naming of a

A native of North Carolina,
Ratchford came to the
University as Director of the
Agricultural Extension service
in 1959. In 1960 he became Dean
of the Extension Division, and

became Vice President for
Extension in 1965.

communi ty ."

The new chancellor should
combine "an outstanding
reputation as a scholar with
SUbstantial administra tive
experience," the report continued. And the best guage of
administrative talent, it stated,
Ratchford earned a B.S. and would be "administrative
M.S. in Agricultural Economics success" at the department ,
at North Carolina State. He division , school or higher adreceived his Ph. D. in ministration level.
Economics at Duke University
The qualitif::s necessary ill a
in 1951.
good chancellor, "are not the
In a report listing the exclusive possession of any
qualities sought in a new particular academic
chancellor, the Selection discipline," the report said, but
Committee said it was looking the chancellor should have an
for a man "committed to academic reputation that
"meaningful" student-faculty "commands the respect" of
participation in decision peers in his field .
making.
"Although age is clearly
relevant, it would be a mistake
The report, completed last to set rigid age limits," the
week, said the "ideal" man also report said . The chancellor also
would have a "generous and should be a man "aware of the
tolerant" attitude and place currents of change in society as
"high value on open discussion' a whole and how these changes
by all segments of the campus effect society."
The Extension Division
coordinates most off campus
University programs, including
correspondence courses and the
Agricultural Extension Service.
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UMR Faces A Sharp
Decline' In Enrollntent
A total of 4,649 stu~ents were
enrolled at the Uni'Versity of
Missouri-Rolla at the close of
regular registration ~ednesday

(Aug. 25). This is an unofficial
total since late registration was
still underway when classes
began Friday (Aug. 27).

University of Missouri - Rolla
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Dear S [udent:
It is indeed a pleasure t o once again welcome all
QUI' students to a new academic yea r at the University
of Nissouri - Rolla .

For those of you returning t o this campus welcome
back ! I since rely h ope that you fi nd the same' oppo rtunities and enjoy even more successes in the futu re than

la s t yea r .
To those of you o ho are new to our campus and/or
college life, a very special greet in g is extended . No
one has ever claimed that progress in hi g her education
is easy, bet then there are also fe w, if any, among you
I.o:ho ct.nnot fulfill your present educational goals if
you fully app ly yourselves .
And to all of you, I would extend a special invitation to become a "full time" studen t.
Part icipate 1n
the various student act1vities - -attend the lectures and
athl etic events, take an act1.ve interest in your student
g overnment, read THE MINER, listen t o KMSM-FM and strive
to be a student l eade r. Ce rt ainly, your total educational
experience will be propor tionately enriched by 8 well
roun ded campus program.
In closing, I am s ure that I can speak fo r the
B."k1:d.of Cu:ato rs, Pre s ident Brice Ratchford, ou r faculty ,
':Hlmlnlstratlon and alumni in \o,ishing you a most successful
and enjoyable year .
Sincerely.

Herl Baker
Chance lIar

This figure compares to an
enrollment of 5,175 students at
the close of regular registration
last fall, a reduction of 526
students . This fall's total includes 1,133 freshmen, 896
sophomores, 902 juniors, 1,099
seniors and 619 graduate
students. The count does not,
however, include enrollment at
the UMR Graduate Engineering
Center in St. Louis, those
enrolled in out-state credit
courses, or those students in the
cooperative training program
who are now in their work
semester.
" There are several factors
contributing to this enrollment
decline ," stated Robert B.
Lewis, director of admissions
and registrar . "Certainly the
present economic situation has
a great deal to do with the fewer
freshmen students enrolled. In
addition, the Graduate School
enrollment is down almost 100,
which reflects national trends,
with the largest reduction being
in international students. And
the revised curriculm in
engineering in recent years
reduced the time it takes our
engineeri ng students to complete their ed ucation which
increases the number of
degrees granted but decreases
the total student oody."
Continued on page 6
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Ichord's Scholarship Fund?
Do you need $800??? If you
will remember back to a cool
May evening when the
Honorable Richard H. Ichord
(now a candidate for the
Governor of Missouri) spoke to
the student body, a speaker's
fee of $800 was paid to the
honorable representative. This
fee taken out of student activity
funds was to have been turned
into a scholarship for deserving
UMR students. At the present
time the Honorable Richard H.
Ichord Scholarship fund doesn't
exist at UMR .
Many problems were incountered after the Honorable
Mr. Ichord speech in trying, to
establish the scholarship . The
first hurdle which was overcome was the name that was to
appear on the check--Finally
decided upon was the Honorable
Richard H.Ichord, sole Trustee.
Next was a small problem
which involved money. The
University doesn 't generally
accept any scholarship under a
$1000; how ever, in the case of
the Honorable Representive
Mr. Ichord an exception was
made and the fund was to be
formed.
The board of Curators
frowned upon the scholarship
fund because it violated their
constitution, with Honorable
Richard H. Ichord wanting to be
the sole trustee . This meant
that the Honorable Richard H.
Ichord co uld award the
scholarship himself, thus
creating
several
legal
problems.
Until these problems could be

worked out the University sent
the Honorable Mr. Ichord his
check. Not trusting the
University or the board of
curators to pass out his
scholarship correctly, the
Honorable Mr. Ichord, candidate for Governor of Missouri.
had Mr. Edward Sowers
deposit the check at Phelps
County Bank. A committee
was to have been formed to
award the scholarship to a
deserving student.
Phelps County Bank doesn't
have any information on the
scholarship and the Honorable
R. H. Ichord's office in Houston
hasn't returned calls made by
the Miner during the past week
concerning the statis of the
fund.
HEY DICK--WHAT'S THE
SCOOP ON OUR MONEY)

ON THE
INSIDE
l. Student Union Events
page 2.
2. Folk Sing page 3.
3. Our Man Hoppe page

4.

4. Dear Balthazar page 5.
5. UMR Chemis t makes
historical discovery page 6.
6. Air Force B Band to
Apoear at UMR page 9.
7. A Preview of Miner
Football page 11.
8. No Downfield What ??
page 12.
•.
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Student Union
Student Union Board Movie For
September 12
THE SAND PEBBLES
Movie Times : 4:00and6:30
The "sa nd pebbles", crew of
an America n gunboat patroling
a Shanghai harb or in 1926 has
orders to stay " perfectly
ne utral"' at a time of Co m ·
numist activities and war-lord
domin a tions . The
ship 's
engineer. volatile McQueen, is a
lon er--a rugged indi vidualis t
devoid of all allegiance to
anything but his engines . But
when th e ca ptain , dedicated
patriot , Crenn a (w ho does
everything by the P entagon
book with a n eye on history)

plunges the San Pablo into a
useless bloody ba ttle ra ther
than lose face a nd withdraw,
McQueen is forced to ta ke a
stand a nd become involved with
other peop le a nd
their
problems. Director Robert Wise
offers some highly provocative
ideas abo ut the nature of
na tion a li sm
aga inst
a
background of Chinese a ng er
a nd American a dherence to
duty. This brooding , turbulent
action-adventure
sometimes
shocking , sometimes cruel, has
a cl im ax that wi ll long be
remembered. In their reviews ,
some critics dr aw dubious
para ll els between China then
a nd Viet Nam today.

AUTO PARTS &ACC. - SPEED EQUIP.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

513 HIWAY 63 S.

READ
THE

apply at building

MINER

T-14

MO.

364-5252

Christopher Jewelers

w
E
L

805 Pine Street

The Complete Service Jeweler

The United States Air Force
Band will be at the MultiPurpose Building on Sunday ,
Sept. 19 at 3 p.m . Tickets are
FREE and may be obtained in
Room 212 in the Student Union
from 1:00-5:00 daily.

Missouri
Miner

NOTICE
Miner Office Hours
1: 00-5:00 P .M. Monday
through Friday.

***

Air Force Band

working for the

Thestudent Union is SpOJ.
so ring a folk sing. Dick and
Georgia McCormack will be the
singers. That will be in the
Student ' Union Ballroom on
Friday. September 10, at 7:30
p.m

Catering To UMR

Don't miss your department's mixer . Come and get aquainted
with the people in your department. All students <Freshmen included ) are welcomed to attend. Here's what 's lined up so far:
Chemical Engineering, Sept. 8, 7:00 p.m . Student Union
Ballroom .
Computer Science, Sept. 9, 7:00p.m . Student Union Ballroom.
Engineering Management, Sept. 14, 7:30 p.m. Student Union
Ballroom .
Ceramics, Sept. 15, 7:00 p.m. Student Union Ballroom.
Military Science, Sept . 16, 7 :30 p.m. Student Union Ballroom .
Student Union Board Mixer, Stp. 21 , 6:30 p.m. Student Union
Ballroom.
Mining and Petroleum , Sept. 23, 7:00 p.m. Student Union
Ballroom .
Geology, Sept. 29 , 7:30 p.m. Student Union Ballroom.

interested in

Folk Sing

The Student Union is now
accepting applications for all its
committees. The committees
are as follows: Special Events ,
Social , Fine Arts , Publicity ,
Recreation , and Hospitality.
Applications are available at
the stu dent Union Ca ndy
Counter and in Student Union
Room 212. All students are
eligible. Ya 'll come and sign up.

With Steve McQ ueen a na
Candice Bergen.

Departmental Mixers

Any person

Union Board
Appl ications

WE CUT HAIR TO SATISFY YOU AT

DOWNTOWN
BARBER SHOP
803 PINE STREET

OWNERS:
DON SPURLOCK
DENNIS FOSTER

THREE DOORS UP
FROM VERN'S

• RAZOR.
CUTS

Alex's Pizza Palace
{\lex's Pizza Palace is a restaurant you will find very
popular with the UMR student body. They feature Pizza that
will appeal to the most discriminating appetite. Cleanliness
prevails throughout the kitchen and dining area and every
precaution is taken to see that you get food prepared under
the most sanitary conditions.
Enjoy yourself, please your friends or entertain business
connections at Alex's Pizza Palace.
Faultless service and excellent selection are yours when
you dine at "ALEX's." We suggest that for a real dining
pleasure you visit Alex's Pizza Palace often. The address is
122 W. 8th Street in Rolla . Open 4p.m. till 2 a.m . seven days a
week. Call 364-2669 for immediate delivery toyour door.
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SAFE, ECMNoMICAL FLYING

THANK YOU

ROLLA FLYING CLUB

MINERS
ARE WELCOME
AT

For Your Business.
We Appreciate It
Very Much.
If You Still Need
A Book,
Please Let Us Know.

CALL MR. WATKINS AT 364-5611 OR 364-7216

Welcome Back
Miners!
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The Newest In Men's
Clothing For Fall.
We Have All
The Styles,
Fabrics And
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Folk Group
To Appear
The dreamer feels his dreams
DICK
and
GEORGIA
McCORMACK, are sweeping are real
He knows they must come
the East Coast area with their
charm , songs and music . New true
But the worker ti~es, men are
country-folk singers , they are
representative of that paradox liars
And dreams are liars too.
of the cultural revolution a
As entertaining artists, Dick
quest for the new and fresh ,
rooted in the flavor of th e and Georgia spice their pertradi tional. Their ma terial formance with songs from a ny
combines a deep understanding number of sources, such as
Cantor,
Burt
of traditional folk music with a <Eddie
versatile and imaginative use of Bacharach, Elvis Presley or the •
contemporary music. Their natives of Southern Rhodesia.)
repertoire runs the gamut from Their humor is sa tiric and
earthy blues and ha unting re levent , their voca li zat ions
a nd
Appalachian, Celtic and Anglo- range from the raw
the delicate,
Saxon folk songs to the works of primitive to
such current wri ters as Dylan, ingenious and subtle. Dick and
Guthrie , Taylor, not to mention Georgia are ve teran~ of New
many originaals by Dick York clubs park concerts, TV
and resorts in the Catskills and
McCormack.
Vermont.

University News

Fo~ksingers Dick and Georgia McCormack will appear at the S.U. Ballroom
Fnday, Sept. 10 at 7:30 p.m.

Morr NrUJs (;, V I€UJ ~
1'--. 0,,)

r~.

Outsdtanding

I[N E R

Building which was destroyed
I-".." ...J.
U"".,;
by fire in the fa ll of 1969. The
I
....
.t!,
new structure is being fina nced
Educators-1971
\j
entirely by an appropriation
UJojIVI'~"T 0'
MllSOU"
_ IOllA
made
last
June
by
the
Missouri
ROLLA, Mo. , Aug. --A total of
SECOND
FRONT
PAGE
11 University of Missouri-Rolla General Assembly.
Th e building will be built on
faculty and administrators
have been chosen as "Out- the s ite where the old structure
standing
Educators
of stood a nd will be attached to the
ex.ist ing Chemistry Building
America" for 1971.
Each year those chosen are d ir ectly to the east. It will
In answer to the first
l aborato ri es
ROLLA , Mo., Aug . --The a total of 92 have answered to
featured in a national award conta in
question, over 77 per cent of
volume called "O utst a nding classrooms, offices, shops a nd University of Missour i -Rolla date . These include employers those queried, feel that future
in six groups: Large comhas recently completed a
Educa tors of America." Tlie confere nce rooms.
Firms awarded construction s ur vey of St. Louis area em- panies, construction , con- engineers will have no more
awar ds
program
honors
obtaining
emtracting and consulting firms ; difficulty
chstinguished man and women contracts on the building, the ployers which shows that the
ployment in their field than
for their exceptional service, amount of their bids and work to demand for engineers is not district sales offices of national those in other professions incorporations: financial inachievements and leadership in be performed are: Robert R. diminishing.
Wright , Inc. , St. Louis ,
Reporting employers show a stitutions: agencies of city , cluding teaching, business,
the field of education.
$2 , 178 ,890 , for general con- need for more than 10,000 new county, state and federal of- liberal arts , math and physical
Selected for the 1971 honor
sciences. Over 50 per cent of
from UMR are : Chancellor struction; Associate technologists in the St. Louis fices: and news med ia.
those answeri ng indicate that
Engineering
Co.
,
St.
Lo
ui
s
,
ea
from
now
until
1981.
A
a
r
Each
questionnaire
went
to
Merl Baker, Dr. J. Stua rt
they would use engineers in
$594,707,
for
heating,
venti
lating
survey
made
of
these
emand
asked
four
top
executives
Johnson, dean of the School of
other capacities such as
Engineering ; Dr. Dudley a nd a ir-conditioning ; Evans ployers by UMR in 1967, also questions: Do you believe marketing, management a nd
showed a need from some 10,000 future engineers graduating
Thompson , dean of faculties ; Electrical Construction Co
sa les if the demands leveled off
technologists for that 10-year between July, 1971 and June,
Dr. Robert H. McFarland, dean Co lumbi a , Mo., $385 ,952, fo';
for engi neers. Those responding
period.
1981 wi ll have more difficulty in
of the Graduate School ; Dr. electrica l work ; Natkin and Co.,
to the qu estion naire r epo rte d
According to UMR Cha ncellor finding employment directly
Paul Proctor, director of the St. Louis, $261,600, for plumbing
Merl Baker, the 1971 survey was related to their technical ski lls over 5,000 employes who will
Water Resources Research work.
pr obably be pursuing master's
The building, to be a ir - carri ed out to determine the than other specialized groups?
center; Dr. Robert ('"rlile , conditi oned, will have an exdegrees during the next 10 yea rs
extent
of
sca
rcity
of
jobs
open
to
If
demands
level
off
for
associate
professor
of
the
UM R
Graduate
terior of brick and textured
engineers as reported in recent engineers in the traditionally at
petroleum engineering and
concrete surfaces to blend with
nation-wide publicity. "As the technical areas of employment , Engineeri ng Center in St. Louis
director of the Center for Inother campus structures.
second largest producer of would your company use in- Louis.
ternational Studies ; Dr. Glen
According to Stevens, as
Mantel , Steele and Teter
engineers in the nation ," he creasing numbers of engineers
Haddock, chairman of the
Architects, Inc. , of Kansas City :
says, "UMR feels a special to fill openings in other areas expected, the disciplines of
department. of mathematics ;
Mo ., is the a r ch itect for the
obligation to assume leadership such
as
marketing , mechanical, electrical
Dr. Otto Hill , professor of building.
in
planning
for
engineering.
role
management
a
nd
sales?
What chemical and civil engineering
physics and senior investigator ,
top the requirement list for
has
shown
that
the
This
survey
is
the
estimate
of
your
comGraduate Center 'forMaterials
technologica ll y trained pernee
d
for
eng
ine
ers
in
the
St.
pany's
10-yea
r
ne
eds
for
Industry
Day
Research of the Space Sciences
Louis area will not diminish technically trained personnel? sonnel ove r the next 10 years.
Research Center at Rolla ; Dr.
over the next 10 years."
What is your 10-yea r projection . "However ," he says, "a shift
Everyone is invited to see
Robert Eckles , associate
W. W. Stevens, ass istant of compa ny employes likely to m emphasis in training inprofessor of engineering industrial displays a t Missouri
research coordinator at UMR, take' courses for the master's dicates an increased demand
management ; Dr. Robert Bell, Industry Day September 28 at
designed and coordinated the degree a t the UMR Graduate for environmental engineers
who will be on s'a bbatical leave the Universit'y of Missouris urv ey. He reports that of the Engineer ing Ce nt er in St. (up 450 per cent over four years
at the Max Planck Institute for Rolla .
ago) and computer science
184 St. Louis employers queried, Louis?
Representatives from more
Solid State Research in Stutmajors (up 192 per cenO. "
tgar-t, Germany; and R. Lynn than 50 companies will be on
Martin, who assumed duties as hand to talk about ca reer opUniversity of Missouri director portunities and show company
of Intercampus Instruction, and products and services from Mrs. Avis Tucker of Warrenmember of the Board of the Uni ve r Sity of Missouri Dr. Thomas R. Bevemoge noon until 8 p.m. in the Multi- s burg has been elected
Curators s ince December 1966 Columbi a in 1948. when he was
chairman of the Department of Purpose Building. There is no President of the Board of
hav ing ori g in a ll y bee~ a p: admitted to the Missouri Bar.
admission charge.
Geology and Geophysics.
Cura tors of the University of
pointed to succeed her late He is a judge of the St. Louis
Missouri Industry Day is held Mi ssouri , the first woma n to
hu sba nd , William C. Tucker. Court of Appeals.
annually by UMR to allow in- hold th at position in the
She was reappointed on March
dustries , students and area University's 132-year history.
25, 1969, for a six-yea r term by
residents to get together. For She succeeds Pleasant R. Smith
Governor Warren E. Hearnes.
further information , contact of Mexico , who has served as
She is the fourth woman in
Tom Fritzlen, UMR Industrial President for the last yea r .
history to serve on the Board.
The University of Missouri Research Center.
Mrs. Tucker is publisher of
For the las t yea r Mrs. Tucker
Board of Curators today ap- "'_ _~__~_ _...._ _ _...
The Wesley program on
the Warrenssburg Daily Starhas served as Vice-President of
proved the awarding of four
Wednesday. Sept. 8 will be
the Board.
Journa l and President of
contracts totaling $3,421,149 for
entitled "Welcome To
Johnson County Broadcas ters
Judge Robert G. Brady of
constructing a new ChemistryWesley." It will begin at 6
Inc ., which op erates radi ~
Student - faculty Golf
Kirkwood
has
bee
n
e
lected
Chemical Engineering Building
p.m. at the Wesley House,
station KOKO in that city. She
on
Saturday,
tournament
Vice-P
resident
of
the
Board
for
on the Rolla campus.
403 West Eighth Street.
Sept . lIth. Sign up on the
grad ua ted from the Univers ity the coming yea r.
The building , containing a
of Missouri-Columbia in 1937
Student Union Bulletin
Judg
e
Brady
was
appointed
to
ground floor and four stories
receiving a n A.B. degree.
'
Board by Sept. 9.
the Board in Januarv. 1967. He
will reDlace the Old Chemistry
' - - - - - - - - - ' Mrs. Tucker has been a rece Ived his LL.B. degree from ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..1

Survey Shows Need For Engineers
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Our Man Hoppe

SpeCial Today On Dollars!
EDITORIAL POLICY
With the onslaught of the schoolyear already upon us, there are
those who are wonderiOl! whlll form the MISSOURI MINER. the
students' newspaper, will take on this year. Last year was a
rather formative year for the staff as they restructured the paper
and turned it, we hope, into one that everyone connected to the
campus would read. Our efforts were su~c~ssful as the
MISSOURI MINER, won the Misssoun ASSOCiatIOn of .College
Newspapers Award for the outstanding paper-'<)wte an
achievement when you consider the fact that we do not have any
journalism majors . We hope to publish an even better paper thiS
year.
.
f
f
Last year there were a few misco~c.eptions .concernmg a ew 0
the articles and editorials and the opmlOns which they reflected. In
order to avoid any future misunderstanding, we, the staff .of the
Missouri Miner state that any article with a byline, or any editOrial
of any particul~r individual which gives,. insinuates or sta~es an
opinion is that opinion of its author. At no time are these opmIOns to
be taken as those of the student body of UMR. We encourage letters
to the editor or guest editorials because only throu~ ~IS mann~r
can the views of the various individuals and orgamzatlons on thiS
campus be known and acknowledged. Comments from the administration, faculty, student body, or Rolla :esident. or for that
matter, anyone, should be deposited in the Mmer Mailbox on the
porch of building T-14.
STAFF POLICY
In continuing the trend established by last year's ~taff (of which
almost IIll are back this year) and in an effort to be so~ewh~t
more liberal, open-minded but direct-the staff of the .Mis.SO~Ir1
Miner wishes to take this stand-we will support and e~litorlalize
Students' Rights. The Missouri Miner IS the pubhcatlOn o~ the
students of UMR. It is supported by therr fees and therefore m an
interest to protect and to make the students more aware of that
which they should be concerned, we firmly take our stand. As
aforementioned, any and all comments will be t.aken and pubhs~ed
because it is also our intention to reveal all sentiments surrounding
events which occur with the university.
STUDENTS' RIGHTS
It is the opinion of the staff of the Missouri Miner ..that many of
the students are unaware of many of the events which surround
them, and if were aware, would be a more' integral part of the
university. Many of these events are what v:e mildly term ,
"atrocities. Atocity is a difficult term to defme because It IS
relative. Keeping students' rights in mind, we shall proceed to
point out a few.
As any student should remmeber, the faculty closed its doors to
the student body on the revision of its by-laws (a p:oposal con
cerning F 's was also nearly passed in a faculty meetmgm which
F 's were to be averaged into gradepoint )-- these are atrocIties. The
faculty and administration have been reluctant to give the
students voting rights in the newly formed "Campus Sen~te"
another atrocity. The Board of Curators, due to the particular
whims of a few members postponed the construction of the new
University Center, of which all the finances come from the
students and alumni (not a cent from U of M) , for well o~er a year.
We have now been paying for it for two semesters--stlll another
il
atrocity.
These topics and others concerning the Student Counc , Dr.
Cusamano, the township of Rolla , etc . zre of a nature that we feel
all UMR students should be aware. So shall we see.

U~VIR.SITY

Of MISSOURI. lOUA

THE MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of th .. Itud .. nls
.of the University of Millouri - Rolla. It il publilhed at Rolla. Mo.,
every Wednesday during the school y&ar. Entered as second cia ..'"
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Woe, woe, woe! Another
crisis in international monetary
circles. Nobody wants to buy
our dollars . Not the Germans,
the Swiss, the Dutch -- not
anybody. Suddenly, our dollars
are a glut on the market.
So widespread is the panic
that one New York banking
house is reportedly trying to sell
its dollars for 66 cents each - or
two for a dollar -- wi th very few
takers.
The dollar had clearly lost
its consumer appeal. Most
experts blame the Vietnam
war. Maybe so. But what about
the product itself?
You go up to a German
financier or a Swiss banker on
the street these days and ask,
"Hey, there, fellow, want to buy
a dollar?'" And right away, he
wants to examine one.

one thing we Americans are
good at, it's pushing useless
merchaa ndise.

Eventually, customers are
going to ask, "What's it good
for, anyway?"

The first step in any such
marketing campaign is to
redesign the product. The dollar
must not only be made larger
to compete with foreign
currencies, bu t it must be
printed in full color.

The answer will be difficult.
We can only explain that our
paper dollars are backed up by
gold, a soft, yellow metal handy
for filling teeth, if little else.

On oneside , a nice Audubon
print or a reproduction of
" September Morn " might
prove appealing -- either
suitable for framing. To hit the
growing youth market, the
other side might display a
portrait of Che Guevara raising
a clenched fist.

For the sake of planned obsolescence, the design should be
changed monthly" enabling
merchangs to advertise : "Get
Your New June Dollars -- On
Sale Here"
And what have you got to
.
Premiums are essential.
offer? A little grey-green _,
rectangle of paper. On one side . Trading stamps, free pot
there's a picture of a grimholders
and one-<!ent sales
visaged, long-haired gentleman
would go a long way to making
with a sore throat. On the other
the dollar popular gain. And if
is a funny-looking pyramid and
the dollar must bear a legend, it
a spread-eagled eagle surshould read in bold letters :
mounted by the legend : "IN
"GOOD FOR TEN CENTS
GOD WE TRUST."
OFF!"
Naturally, your prospective
Couple with a world-wide
customer's going to think you're advertising campaign for the
some kind of religious nut.
" The All-New Bigger, More
The immediate answer, of
Exciting Dollar," demand
course, is to put American
would soar. But, obviously, this
know-how to work. If there's
is merely a short-term solution.

-

To make our intrinsically
worthlesss dollars valuable,
we'll explain, we dig up
basically useless gold and rebury it in places like Fort Knox.
Unfortunately, we must admit,
we can't give anyone useless
gold for their worthless dollars
any more because we don't
have enough useless gold left.
And you think we ha ve a crisis
llOW?

The only long-range solution,
then, is a modest proposal first
suggested here several years
ago: converting our economy
from the Gold Standard to the
Pisstachio Ice Cream Standard
Almost everyone likes
pistachio ice cream . Pegged at
35 centss a quart, it would
restore confidence in the dollar.
Nations could si t happily on
their frozen assets for years.
And when hard times come, the
people could avail themselves
ofthe national weahh and eat it.
Meanwhile,
fellow
Americans, keep the faith! It's
the only thing your money's got
going for it.
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Now Offered on Rolla Campus

She is tit,
this posit

ROLLA , Mo. , June --The
University of Missouri Board of
Curators in a meeting
today(June 25 in Columbia)
approved the offering of the
doctor of engineering degree on
the Rolla campus , effective
wi th the fall semester.
The degree is in addition to
the doctor of philosophy, master
of science, bachelor of science
and bachelor of arts degrees
already offered on campus.
The doctor of engineering
degree, which is being offered
for the first time at UMR, will
be available in all engineering
ar eas whi ch currently offer
the doctor of philosophy degree.
Students! qu a lified for the
doctoral program at UMR and

those already enrolled in the
Ph.D. program here are eligible
for doctor of engineering degree
study.
According to Dr. Dudley
Thompson , UMR dean of
faculties, the doctor of
engineering degree program
will be offered at no additional
cost to UMR. "Existing faculty ,
staff and resources will be
employed in the doctor of
engineering degree program, "
he says.
Dr. T. J. Planje , dean of the
School
of
Mines
and
Meltallurgy , says that the
degree is being initiated at
UMR in recognition of the need
in industry and government for
doctoral level personnel with

training oriented toward
engineering design and systems
operation, management and
development.
"The emphasis in the doctor
of engineering degree, " he
says, "is more relevant to the
areas of analysis , synthesis,
design and management than to
basic research characteristic of
the doctor of philosophy
degree."
Doctor of engineering degree
candidates will be required to
complete
an
internship,
generally in industry a~d
primarily in the areas of design,
system
analysis
aO(~
management of eng'inl1ering'
activities.
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By Sidney Burchfield
In the most overused of checks, give students the runoverused cliches, school has arotnld or have a typically sour
once again rolled around and atitu de towards the students.
many a hapless Miner finds Another gripe is that the
himself engulfed in the madness merchants to not advertise and
so common to the illustrious patronize our publications as
School of MINES. New to the much as is desirable. Because "
scene is the new version of the we , the students of UMR,
Missouri Miner, winner of the represent a potentially dynamic
Missouri Association of College force when united in a single
Newspapers Award, which last cause (remember the faculty
year rose from the ranks of proposal concerning F's , the
being a mere new letter to being OJsamano dealings?) we, S.B.
a truer studetns' newspaper. and the rest of the staff of the
This column is part of .the Missouri Miner, encourage the
continuing trend of editorials to students of UMR to patronize
make the UMR student and any our advertisers. It is one of our
other reader more aware as to intentions to help resolve some
what is going 00 with the of the friction with the merschool, faculty, administration chants, and by standing
and township. It is my intention tobether this is possible.
So much for this the first of
to besomehwat of a muckraker,
but definitely as a " students more to come. The opions of this
column are those of its author
rightsist" .
With that rather wordy in- except when the opion of the
troduction, I will get down to the staff is exploitl y mentioned.
subject at hand. As most UMR
Comments are invited on this
veterans know, the merchants column or any other item afof this town are not exactly the fecting this paper or any matter
most receptive individuals, affecting the university through
though the students comprise a the Student Forum-and on that
tremendous buying power here. ma tter I speak for myself and
Many places do not honor the staff.

• • • •

Cura tors Adopt Budget
and

Residency

Rules

New residency rules, a 1971-72 enrollment, she could not enroll
budget with no fee increase, and again as a resident..
tentati ve steps to make
The revision may have
federally guaranteed loans resulted forom former Tigel
easier for University students to football star Dessin Poppe'l
get were adopted by the Board request that the Board grant
of Curators during the summer. resident status to himself and
The Board also elected Mrs. his wife. Poppe is, by University
Avis Tucker , Warrensburg , rule a nonresident, even though
president for the 1971-72 year.
Dear Balthazar,
Dear Korky,
I was told that if I had a
She is the first womaan to hold he votes and pays taxes in
Yes! Apparently it is felt that
this position.
Columbia. His wife, a lifelong problem I should write to you with the new parking rules in
The Board did not act on a Missouri resident , was also for advice . I am a freshman effect there will be a great
~roposal to let the chancellors
classified a nonresident by the here at UMR and was won- amount of misunderstanding by
dering if all of the Miners are as the students. Thus there will be
on the individual campuses University under the old rule.
establish on-campus housing
Under the new rule Mrs. horny as the two I have already a large number of traffic
regulations for each campus . Poppe may enroll as a resident ~one out with.
violations to be given. Thus
Sincerely yours, more officers.
All four campuses are presently sutdent in January, but Poppee
Priscilla Painash
subject to one housing code.
As a matter of fact, there are
will still be a nonresident
The new resIdency regulation student unless he leaves school
a number of plain clothesmen
Dear P .P .
will equalize residency rules for for one year.
on campus. However, they can
Only the males!
male and female married
be recognized their complacent
By University rule, anyone
students when it takes effect in who lives in Missouri for one
expressions, short hair, and
January.
" Dick Tracy Two-way radios
year without attending school is
Dear Balthazar,
Under the new residency rule, eligible for resident status.
attached to their belts.
I understand that Eliot
marria2e alone cannot deterThe change in the student
mine to residency status of any loan program involves shifting Gibson, Head Chief of the Dear' Bal ,
student . A stUdent who is a the responsibility and cost of University of Missouri-Rolla " What happened to Hortense?
Police Department, has added 4
Missouri resident may marry a student loan bookkeeping from
Just Wandering
nonresident without losing banks cooperating in the . new officers to the troops . I
resident status if he or she Federal Guaranteed loan have also been told that some of Dear Wandering,
contiues to live in Missouri.
Hortense
is presently a
program to the University so the cops are now plain
Can
these victim of that fine United States
No student can obtain the Banks will be more willing clothesmen .
atrocities
be
true?
resident status simply by ' to make the loans. The loans
democratic tradition (fallacy?)
Affectionately, known as justice. I hope to
marrying a Missouri resident will still be guaranted " by the
Jeffro Korklanowitz uphold the creativity of "horand living in Missouri.
federal go v ernment.
The old rule allowed a female
Even though the new
student to obtain resident status University budget calls for no
by marrying a Missouri fee increases, it allows for
resident ,
but
a
male faculty pay raises based on
nonresident student could not teaching performance . The
obtain residency by marrying a total faculty wage budget was
Missouri resident. If a female increased six per cent, about
resident married a nonresident $6.5 million, individual rasies
and did not maintain continuous will come out of that amount.

IOea,.,

]
tense in my columnn and nope
that all UMR students will
become informed to last years
Immaculate Ripoff.

Dear Balthazar,
I am a new student and would
like to get involved. How do I
find out what 's happening?
Rogemo AlleIse

Dear Rog,
Try Big Red's at Waynesville.
If you would like to get it Jayed
on ya closer to home, talk to
Kookie Kratzer , the students' .
friend. He can usually be found
drinking coffee in the Student
Union. However, if a more
formal arrangement is desired
his office bours are from 10:00:
10 :15 a .m. every 3rd Tuesday.

Miller's Cave welcomed the students back, Friday, August 22, for ' the new
school year,
'.
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UMR Chemist Makes
Historical Discovery

A
chemist
from
the
lun a r samp les. Dr . Manuel following the ea rth 's formatIOn ,
l'niYersit\· of Missouri -Rolla
pointed out that one of the it is certainly possible that the
reported the disco\'ery of decay
primary missions of lunar Mohole Projec t would have
products from a now -e xtinct
studies is to lea rn about the yielded more information on the
element in a gas well from New
ear ly history of the solar early solar system than the
Mexico. Using a high -sensitivit y system. " But our studies show Apollo Program , "Dr. Manuel
mass spectrometer which has
tha t the ear th has retained a continued. The prime objective
been em ployed to look for
record of its very early history of the Mohole Project, which
eyidence of ex tinct elements in
in spite of th e many geologic has been cancelled by Congress,
the moon and in meteorites. Dr.
processes which have operated was tv drill through the earth's
O. K. Manuel and a graduate
to bre a k down old rocks and crust to sample the underlying
student. Mrs . M. S. Boulos.
form new ones."
mantle material.
observed a large excess of one
Dr . Manuel admitted that the
The results from the analyses
xenon isotope which is produced
decay products of iodin e- 129 of xenon in gas wells has been
by the decay of iodine-I29.
ha ve not yet been found in lunar submitted to the scientific
According to Dr. Manuel. "All
samples. But he quickly added ,
journal , Science. Dr . Manuel is
of the iodine-l29 deca yed during
" we ha ve not yet explored the an associate professor of
the very early history of the
moon as ca refully as the earth. chemistry at UMR . He and a
earth . Half of the earth's
After all , we have had the in- team of graduate students have
original supply would hav e
struments to observe this decay been studying meteorites and
decayed in the first 17 million
product on earth for several terrestrial samples since 1964.
years .
years and its discovery came Samples were provided for this
"Previous investigations here
only after extensive in- study by the SEC Corporation
and in other laboratories in
vestigation of many samples. " and the research expenses were
many countries have detected
"Since the interior of the paid by grants from the
earth has retained a record of Geochemistry Section of the
the decay product of iodine-l29
the very early time period National Science Foundation.
in meteorites . Thus, we knew
that this element was present
when the m eteo rites formed Welcome Back
about 4.6 billion years ago.
However, no clear evidence for
iodine-l29 has previously been
found in the earth ."
"Although the earth was
thought to be about as old as the
Once again Fall has come ..
An example of there fine
meteorites, it was generally
School is back in session,
partying abilities was to be
assumed that all the xenon had
everybody's bored and with found last -tuesday night. The
leaked to the earth's at(Illy a casual glance, one would occasion was one of the inmosphere where the decay
mate 's 21st birthday. Rolls and
product from iodine-l29 would notice that we are stuck in Rolla
gain. How can any human
Rolls of surveying tape were
make such a small change in
atmos\Jheric xenon that it could withstand the terrific pressures hung in the hallway to make the
put on a student in his four occasion more festive and also
not be clearly detected ."
Dr. Manuel noted that " the years or MORE journey to cover up a few holes .. The
occurrence of this decay through (the School of Mines) stereo equipemnt was running
full force . The beer, a full halfproduct in the earth today in- UMR ?
barrel was cold and ready to tap
dicates that the earth did not
The answer , IY''' "'"iends is
and to top it all off thirty girls
completely release all its found one bl(V'i.. __
_of the
were cordially invited to attend
volatile elements to the at- Physics building it's the Heller
The pa rty got underway in the
mosphere. It also shows Home! Yes, the home of the
usual manner, 30 guys waiting
unambiguously that the earth is wildest drlUlken orgies to be
for 30 girls, of whom, only five
as old as the meteorites, found in Rolla, with illustrious
showed up. Once things got
although the oldest rocks on inmates like
" Sandwich,
going, absolutely nothing
earth are only about 3.5 billion DiJdough , Dancing Bear and the
stopped the Heller Home.
years old. "
Idiot Trainer, Chunkmunk,
Bullshit and Indian games were
When asked how his results Slamming Sam and assorted
to be found in session in nearly
compared with the studies of strays how can you go wrong.
every room . Extra added attractions such as JB's waterbed
and Chunkmunk 's Blacklight
room added to the party 's
atomosphere.
As the evening drew to a close
many of the Heller Home men
could be found taki ng showers
and getting dressed again, for
another day of class was only
thirty minutes away.
Editor's note: The account
was taken from the present
annals of UMR's Journal of
Mental Reg ression and has
been a publi c service announcement to all freshm e n
unawar e of what prolong ed
exposure to the thriving
metropolis of Rolla can do .
Joe Morello

•
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LlTT E MAN ON CAMPUS
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Heller Home Hosts Party What's The Scoop?

UMR To Hold Drum Clinic
ROLLA , Mo. , July --Joe
Morello,
Jazz
drummer , will be a t the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Sept 24-25 to hold ja zz drum
clinics and solo with the UMR
band.
Morello , who was voted
America 's best jazz drummer
by Pla yboy, Downbeat and
Music Maker magazines , will
demonstrate and discuss jazz
drum techniques at two identical clinics to be held in the
morning of Sept , 24-25 in the
Mechanical
Engine e ring
Auditorium . Morello will a lso

solo with the UMR band at the
UMR-Missouri Valley football
gam e here on Sept. 25.
Fee for the clinics is $2.50 per
person , per session. Students
and music direc tors are
especially invi ted to take part.
Registration will be held at 8
a.m . before each clinic.
According to David Oakley,
assistant 'p rofessor of music and
band director , the clinics are
the first of four continuing
education music events to be
held during . th e 1971 -72
academic year sponsored by the
extension division .

Campus Enrollment

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

"One encouraging aspect of
this fall's enrollment ," Lewis
added , " is the increase in the
size of our junior class. This
shows we are attracting more
junior
college
transfer
students."
J . Stuart Johnson , dean of the
School of Engineering, added
this : "There is no doubt that the
present public attitude toward
employment opportunities in
engineering was also a factor in
our
enrollment
decline .
However, I am very encouraged
by several events of late which
suggest that engineering employment is already beginning
to pick up again nationally ."

Though
many
students
revelled at the news of a big
name rock group coming to
UMR, some were bewildered as
to how it came about.
Under the auspices of Mr. E
Productions, what was to be
Mark Lindsay and supposedly
the Raiders performed before a
far from capacity crowd at the
UMR Multipurpose building on
Wednesday, August 25. Mark
Lindsay was here , but the
Raiders didn't quite make it.
Substituting for the Raiders was
Instant Joy, a thus far unheardof group.
Mark Lindsay gave a fine
show, yet the a ttitude of the
entire performaanc'e was
lUlquestionably mediocre. No
doubt, many were disappointed
with the absence of the advertised Raiders.
Though the prices for tickets
were a bout normal , many

persons nave wondered what
the exact cost was to Mr. E and
how the Uni versity of Missouri
system is going to allocate the
funds . It has been rumored that
the University received $750 for
the performance.
In the past, students groups
have had a bureaucratic runaround in securing the use of
Multipurpose building. With the
security precau tions, Student
Personnel permission hassle,
and a general battle with the
Businesss Office, it seems quite
ironic that some dude who has
no affiliations with the school
can readily get access to the
school gym .
Perhaps in the future the
student organizations sponsoring concerts or dances at the
multipurpose building will find
tha t the date they wish to book
has been filled by a Mr. Z
Production!

University Choir Needs
(What Else?) - Girls
The University choir has
incurred a problem not uncommon to other student groups
and individuals. It needs girls !
According to choir director ,
Joel Kramme , the soprano
section of the group is undersized , and an appeal has
been made to university coeds.
Any persons interested are
encouraged to see Mr . Kramme
in person in his office , Old

Cafeteria, room 101.
The University choir is listed
as "Music 40," UMR Vocal
Ensembles, and receives one
hour of academic credit. The
,choir meets Monday through
Friday aat 12 :30 p.m.
" While sopranos are our
greatest need," Mr. Kramme
said, "other interested singers
are encouraged to inquire."

NOTICE

n

a
Any person (male or female> who is interested in working
for the Missouri MINER as a staff member or writer is invited to apply in person at the MINER office, Room 204,
Building T-14, located on State Stre~t . Office hours - Monday
through Friday, I to 5 p.m.

Ii;
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THE
ENVIRONMENT
Washington, D.C.----Recent jurisdiction. The proposed
U.S. Forest Service proposals regulations were circulated to a
that would regulate mining on select group of individuals and
140 million acres of public lands organizations for comment
have been called hopelessly prior to submission to Secretary
inadequate by the National of Agriculture Clifford M.
Wildlife Federation.
Hardin for adoption.
Conservationists have tried
Commending the Service for
for yea rs to force the Forest finally acknowledging its
Service to require more en- responsibilities , Federation
vironmental safequards for analysts claim the proposec
mining in the National Forests. regulations are "incompletE
The Service consisten tly and ineffective " to minimiZE
claimed it lacked necessary the despoliation of National
authority because of the 1872 Forests by mineral exploration
and mining.
mining law.
Agreeing the archaic 1872
According to the Federation,
law is an invitation to un- the pro posed regulations fail to
necessary destruction, con- provide adequa te protection for
servationists insist the Service wilderness area , fail to require
has many regulatory powers it performance bonds fr'lm mine
has failed to use.
opera tors, and do not provide
During the past two years for public comment on mining - - - local and national citizen plans which would be required
Photos taken in Challis National Forest north of White Clouds, Idaho, show
organiza tions have increased under the new regulations if
typical destruction of public lands by bulldozer exploration for mineral
pressure on the Forest Service. adopted.
deposite.
Attorneys and other analysts
In a letter to Forest Service
By Ernest E. Day, Boise
retained by the Federa tion Chief Edward P. Cliff,
" "
substantiated conservationists' Federaton Director Thomas L.
The Federaton provided the
beliefs that the Service did have Kimball noted, "The National
unused authority to minimize Forest lands involved are not Forest Service with a revised
the impact of mining on the private preserves of either version of the propossed
National Forests.
miners or the Forest Service. regulations tha t would corect
. Any person interested in
The Wesley program will
Subsequently , the Forest They're public lands, and the the d efic iencies claimed, and
working for the Missouri
be Welcome to Wesley on
Service in March announced people ha ve a right to be heard asked that the public be given 30
- Miner apply at T-14 betWednesday Sept. 8th at 6
new
proposed
mlnmg in deciding what environmental days to comment on any revised
ween the hours of 1:00-5 : 00
p.m. at the Wesley House,
revised
proposals
before
they
regulations for some 140 million protections are essential for
Monday - Friday.
403 West Eighth Street.
acres of public land under its particular mining activities. " are adopted.
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BUBBA BROTHERS REPORT

by Rufus Augustas Bubba
Welcome back to Rolla all you
rich Miners, and a special
welcome to all of you gullible
freshmen. YES, it's that time of
year again; a time for buying
books and generally getting
ripped off by all the local
merchants . All new students
will find their special Bubba
Brothers Freshmen Friends
packet.
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Got a problem? Want to make
a comment on the Burning
issues of today? Just feeling
down and want someort~ to
write to who'll read your letter?
Drop a line to "Dear
Balthazar," in care of the
Missouri Miner. Letters will be
collected from the Miner box in
the Student union or at the
Miner office Room 204, T-14.

NOTICE
Office of Financial Aids
requests that all newly
married student applying
for financia I aid su bmit a
"Disclaimer Certificate" .
Certificates and imformation can be obtained
at the financial aids office
second floor-Parker HaU.
The clerk had been injured on
the job and was in the doctor's
office to sign the medical
report. The doctor reached
across
the
desk
and
said ,"Here ... just sign at the
botton." and handed him what
he thought was a pen.
"But, Doc," replied the clerk,
"I can't sign with this ... it's a
rectal thermometer."
"Well I'll be danged, " replied
the sawbones, "Somebody's
walking around with my
ballpoint pen!"
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Mates Make Plans At First Meeting
UMR Association of Married
Students held its first meeting
of the semester on Monday
night, August 30 in the Student
Union Ballroom. There was
excellent attendance of over 100
people. President Jack Oldrin
presided and introduced the
executive committee of Vice
President - Dennis Cotter,
Secretary - Ruth Ann Laneman,
Treasurer - Les Nappier,
Student Council Representative
- Barry Pace, Social Committee
Chairman - Mike McKinnis,
Fund raising - Ralph Tate and
Rich Schultz , Intramurals Kirk Marshaus and Gail
Marshaus, Publicity - Jo Ann
Oldrin.
'liter the business portion or
the meeting there was a social
time and everyone had a chance
to get to know the new members. The club is open for new
membership and any married
student wishing to join is
welcome. Dues are $2 per

couple per semester. Membership cards are issure.
Meeting for the fall semester
are scheduled as follows: Sept.
20, Oct. 12, Nov. 1 and Dec. 6, all
will be at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom.
There will be a get-together
picnic at Lions Club Park,
Pavilion 2, on Sunday, September 12 at 3 p.m. for the
Mates club. All married
students and their families are
invi ted. It will be "bring your
'lwn supper."
uther social events scheduled
for this semester are a costumeHalloween Party, Oct. 30 and a
Christmas Party in December
with a live band. So, if you're
married and want to get in on
the social scene at UMR, why
not come and join "Mates". It's
a social club and for the whole
family . For further information
call 364-2633 or 364-8463 or plan
to atten d the next meeting on
Sept. 20

Over Four University Campuses

•.

'~ ~~~
~
This is an aerial view of campus taken by one of the pigeons, while awaiting
.a go ahead and land on Norwood Hall.

Editor's Nob~: The pigeon was rerouted to land on Parker Hall but while
changing flight patterns he crashed and burned into the Miner Office.

Dr. Martin Nanted Instructional Director I PI R's Off To Good Storti
COLUMBIA, Mo. - Dr. Lynn
W. Martin has been named the
Univer sity of Missouri 's new
director of in terca mpus instruction and will supervise a
variety of projects coordinating
the educa tional resources of the
University 's four campuses.
Martin previously was
director of insti'tutional studies
<It the University of MissouriRoIla and replaces William L.
Stucker , who accepted a
position in Lincoln, Neb.
Primary among his various
responsibilities, according to
Martin, will be to link campus
specialists in curriculum and
instructional design, evaluation
and media with non-human
instruction and information
reswrces.
Such reswrces would include
audiovisual
media,
instructional radio and television.

amplified telephone, learning
laborator ies and teac hing
machines.
"One objective of this type of
coordination," said Ma rti n
recently , " is to prevent
duplication of expensive
equipment and to assure
compatibility of equipment ,
both 'inter' and 'intra ' campus ."
Martin will also help prepare
radio and television seminars
by selected outside experts for
use on the four campuses and
will help in the sharing of instructional units between
campuses.
Another function of the Office
of Intercampus Instruction ,
said Martin, is to provide information on health careers to
veterans who wish to locate in
after
military
Missouri
discharge. Inquiries are

directed to martin from either
the U. S. Army or the national
MEDIHC program (Mili tary
Exper ience Direc ted Into
Health Caret:rs).
Martin , who lives in Rolla ,
recei ved bo th his doc toral
degree in education, in 1959, and
masters degree in education, in
1954, from the University.
From 1959-65, Martin was
dean of students and professor
of education and psychology at
Southwest Missouri State
College in Springfield. He joined
the University in 1965 as
assis tant dean of facuIties and
professor
psychology
at
UMR . In of
1966,
he became
director of institutional studies
at UMR and served in this post
until his present appointment.

rhings are off to a good start
this year for Pershing Rifle
Company K-7. Members of the
Compan y moved equipment
and furniture into their new
offi ce located in the old Highway Paatrol Academy.

Company Staff Officers are
finalizing plans for the many
activities lines up for this fall;.
Two big projects for this fall
consist of the formation of a coed drill unit and the fall rush
program.

come to the Smoker for further
details

The Company will have a
perf ormance at the P arent 's
Day football game and a
tactical outing later this fall ;.
There will also be P-R workday
in the first part of November ,
with these and many other
activities it is going to be a busy
year for P-R's.
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The Fall Pledge smoker will
be held Wednesday , Sept. 8 at
7:30 in room 117 C.E .. Come see
There will be a company
all the activities Pershing Rifle
picnic Sept. 11. All old members
has to offer to todays college
anf other interested persons ,
student.
male or female, are invited to
___________________ • .

I COUnCl-/ 17\. T
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Martin is married with two
sons, Terry, a UMR sophomore, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
and Gregg, a Rolla High School
Tne Student Council met for discussed plans for a party
senior.
the first time this year last weekend following Christmas
Tuesday night. Neil Book was . break. Details as to what the
elected Treasurer and Chuck theme of the party weekend was
Flamingo
was
elected were not available at the time.
Executive Committeeman.
Upcoming events discussed
Perhaps the most important
were the Career Seminar, to be item of the evening was the
held September 20, and the All choosing of the cheerleaders
participation in the NatlOnah School Mixer which takes place and if you want to know who
Intercollegiate Band. The Nm October 2. The c<M¥1cil also they are, ask them!
is an all-star band with members selected from all over the
United States. The university of
Arkansas, Lambda Chapter
was for the fourth consecutive
time and retired a large
traveling trophy.

Kappa Kappa Psi Wins Award

Delta Gamma chapter of to view the award winning
Kappa Kappa psi traveled this display it will be set up in the
summer to the University of Student Union Ballroom
Michigan at Ann Arbor to Tuesday through Friday.
participate in the band
fraternity's biennium conIn addition to winning the
vention . There they demonstrated that the Miners can and Burke award, the Delta Gamma
do compete successfully with chapter was selected one of th~_
larger schools . They carried Top Ten chapters in the country
Although disappointed that
with them a display to show off and vied for the honor Top
the chapter's activities of the . Chapter and the reception of the they did not win top honors, the
previOUS two years. Once there Founder'S Award . In this men of Delta Gamma with it's
they competed against such category, although not winning Pres ., Glenn Anderson are
large schools as Purdue, the coveted award and title the determined that Arkansas will
University of Pittsburg, chapter did place high among not win five straight and are
University of California at Los those participating . Judging preparing plans and setting
Angeles and others . The was based on the strength of the their sights on the 1973 conDisplays were judged on chapter, it's financial status, vention at the University of
originality, aptness of theme band service activities and Conneticut.
and
construction .
Many
displays employed such devices
as slide projectors, tape
recordings and in one case a
video tape recorder and portable TV camera . But UMR 's
ingenius use of the big Iron
Michelob & Bottle Beer
Wheel backed by the theme,
"Geared for Service", carried
Pizza
away top honors , the J . Lee
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Burke award
thedesiring
whole ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _
Downtown
Rolla
convention.
For for
those
_...._ _ _ _ ._
. ,_ _IIII!!II!II.!!"II__".&.L___Illlli_ _ _ _
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Welcome, Miners,
To The Garden Spot
Of The Midwest
Come In And See
The Largest Selection

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out

Of UMR Printed Shirts
In Town

KENMARKS

SPORT. NG GOODS
904 Pi, ne _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . .
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Calendar for 1971 -72 Sessions

Force Band

Uni versity of Missouri-Rolla
19 7 1

Fall Semen""

To Perform At UMR~:~~~;~:i'~~~aC~;;~~ ~~i~s_ ;3~ ~ m

. . . . . OCL 19 TuesJ.~·
.. Nov . 24 Wtdnesdly
....... Nov . 29~o nd al"
. Dec. 16 Th.ursd.)·
Dec. 19 Sunday
...... Dec. 21 Tocsday
. .... Dec. 21 T ue,day

..

Tha n k~g l v an g

vacati o n e nds, 7:30 a.m . ..
Fi n al exa m inat io ns beg an , ~ : OO a.m.
Fall Co mm ence mem
Final cxami nari o ns end , 5:00 p.m .
Chri stmas l nd semes rer brc. k lxgi ns. 5:00 p.m.
1972

Spring Semescer
R r.: ~ i s {ra(i o n b q.~in s ,

J an. 10 Mond ay
Jan. 11 T u<sdal·
J ; n. 13 Thursd.a;·

8 :00 :I. m ..

Rq:: islf:u ion conr inuc:s .
C b ss work bt'g ins, 7:30 a.m .
Mid-semc:stt:r .

M :J.r . 11 S3 wrd:, y

Spr ing n.:Cc.: ~S bq!;in!t. 7: 30 a. m .
Sp rin g rc:cc s:-. e nd s, 7 :30 :1 .m .
E:ls ter v :tGHio ll begi n:.. 7:30 :1 . m .
Ea ste r vaca t ion end .... 7:30 :.I .m .

Mar. 16 Th ursda,·
M ar. 20 M ond ay

/.br. n Saturday
April 3 Monrl ay
. M.y 8 Mo nd ay
. Ma y l3 Saturday
i\l:ty 11 Sll nd . l ~

Fi nal cxa minario ns Ix-,c; in. M:OO a.m.
Scco nd St:m cs te r d oses. 5:00 p. m.
Al l 11U .11 ( :llIllllll:lh..l' IllI.: 1l 1

THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE BAND
Washington, D.C.
Colon.e l Arnold D. Gabriel, Cond~uctor
The United States Air Force
Band and the Singing Sergeants
program September 19 at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
will feature both popular and
classical numbers . The free
program will be held at 3 p.m. in
the Multi-Purpose Building .
Numbers on the program will
include: "Orpheus in the Underworld ," " Barnum and
Bailey ' s Favorite," Bozza's
" 'Concertino for Bassoon "
(second and third movements ),

"AIle Psallite," "The Footlifter," recitative and duet from
" The Barber of Seville ,"
"Aegean Festival Overture"
and polka from "The Golden
Age ." The Singing Sergeants
will present a musical portrait
of The Carpenters .
The United States Air Force
Band, dating back to 1942, has
played in person to over
35,00Q,OOO people in the United
States and abroad. In addition

to 12 international goodwill
tours , the Singing Sergeants
have appeared with the New
York Philharmonic and the
Philadelphia, Cleveland and
National Symphony Orchestras.
Their rendition of "The Lord's
Prayer" is used daily as a signoff by many of the Nation ' s
leading television stations.
Free tickets may be picked up
in the StUdent Union Board
Room.

19 72

Summer Sessio n
R<:~ is ( r:Jt io n

.. .... ... . ..

.J une S Mondal"
.. .June 6 Tuesdal"
.... J ul l" 4 Tuesda r
. .. .Ju ll" 29 Sa wrd'l"
. . . . .. . .. .... Ju ly 29 Saturday

C b s:<.\\'or k oc,l! in s. 7:00 :.I.m . .

Im.h: pc ndcn ( : holiJ:.I Y .
~ U l1lm(.. r ( O l11 mC Il ( t:mC:ll (

Summe r sc:ss ion d o se .... 11 ;()O noun

MO<:)

m
::;a

Z
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FREE
CLASSIFIED ADS.

o
3:
m

-I

-en

::;a

Do you have something to sen, trade or give away?
Do you want to buy something?

1 "\

ADVERTISE IN THE MINER'S NEW FREE CLASSIFIED
SECTION. THIS SERVICE WILL BE OPEN TO ALL UMR
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND TOWNS PEOPLE.
r;>tJ ~~t pri~t yo~_r ~ ~ on a 3"x5" card as

:.
}

shown. Maxi~um 30 words per ad.
FOR SALE: One 30 watt amplifier
& turntable. Good
condition. $75 00 •

VAN

mOll

Co ntemporary designs.
Like today's m en :
B olde r. Surer. M ore excit ing.
Advance fashion styling:
2-button cuffs. Long point B rook e collar.
SO% Kodel* polyester, SO% cotton.

CALL JOE MIN ER
316 N. Pine St.
Rolla. Mo.
364-1243
Bring Ads To Miner Office T-14 Before Thursday Of Each
Week or Put In The MINER'S MAIL BOX In The Student
Union. First Come, First -Serve Basis On Running Ads.

H EUSEN~

$8.00

!W~~dI~
~Otun & <$riIIege ~hopp£
"MEN ' S CLOTHING

7 13 PINE ST.
./

EX CLUS I V ELY· ·

ROLLA. MO. 65401
3 64-2 3 23
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Varsity Athletes
Should Report By
September 10

RICK REMLEY, SPORTS ECITOR

Golden Horde Has Graduation Woes
Optim is tic. That's th e word
Head Coa a ch Dewey Allgood
has for the progress of the
Miners in their pre-season
workouts.
The bright spot for the Miners
this season seems to be the
offense. W it h 10 of 11 starters
ba ck this season. Coach Allgood
e.xpects a potent scoring threat.
The only loss to the offensive
team was running back and cocaptain Bob Berry. An already
proven replacement for Berry
is Steve Kubiak, a senior from
Un ion who gained 617 yards last
season. Also leading the _offen si ve a tta ck will be the
passing combination of quarterback Pat Go dwin and wide
recei ver Bob Somervi ll e.
Godwin completed over 45 per
cent of his passes last season
wh ile Somervi ll e g 'rabbed 72
tosses for 862 yards and six
touchdowns.
Holes begin appearing on the
oth er si d e of th e line of

scrimmage. Graduation a nd
transfers left the Miner defense
(the Golden Horde ) with seven
vacancies , most of which were
previously filled by allconference personnel.
Missing from the defensive
squad this season is four ti me
lettermen Darrell McAlister, a
220 pound defensive tackle.
Other vacancies in the line we.re
created by the losses of
defensive ends Steve Arant and
Dave Wil liams, both of whom
wer e selected to al l MIAA
second-team posit ions last
season. First team all- league
selections to leave were middle
linebacker Ed Han stein and
defensive back and co-captain
Fre d White. Monster-man Joe
Passa ntin o has decided not to
retur n to UMR for his last year
of eligibili ty .
Defensive coach Charl ie
Fin ley believes he has some
capable personnel to fi ll these
vacan cies , with m ore th an

enough men scrambling for the
open spots. At the linebacker
position. several lettermen are
returning. Among the standouts
are Senior Gene Hunziker,
Junior, John Key, and Tom
Willia rns, and Sophomore John
Er win. Fighting for inter ior li ne
positions are junior R ich Hayek

and twice- letterman Greg
McClain. At defensive tackle
are Steve Szymanske, Steve
Suellentrop, and Ray Christ.
The defensive end position is a
rea l question mark. Among the
co ntendets are Greg Anderson,
P h il Fos te r , and De nn is
Doe ri ng.

,.-I'.......c:;::;::~~=-~

Student-P rof.
Golf Tourney
Line Coach Joe Keeton keeps a wa tchful eye during
blocking drills.

NOTICE
M INER

Office
Hours
Quarterback Pat Godwin spots an uncovered receiver during an afternoon
session.

1:00-5:00

Four Way Fight For MIAA Title · MON.-FRI.
Two All-League QB's Graduate
The level of varsity competition in the MIAA should
improve this year as most
teams seem to have gotten
bigger, and better. Last year
the MIAA teams combined for a
17-8 record against non-league
oppCllents in
a convincing
display of power. UMR, CMS
and Lincoln led the way as each
boasted perfect 4-0 slates.
Last year's co-champs, the
CMS Mules lost all-league
signal-caller Steve Eckinger,
but return 10 of 11 defensive
starters. CMS, which went to
the Pecan Bowl in post-season
play last year wil l be defensively tough, but m u st find a
sui table QU to have a chance of
repeating.
The other co -champ, Northeast Missouri faces a similar
problem. Starting quarterback
Do n Cumrn in gs, who shared all league honors with Eckinger,
will not be return ing. Seven
members of the starting

defense wil l also be gone, which
leaves quite a ho le for head
coach Russ Sloan.
Challengers for the title include Southeast Missouri State,
who will return thirty-two
letterm en ,
inc! uding
sophomore quarterback Lane
Brune who threw for nine TD's
last year.
Linco ln
University w ill
prese nt a bala nced squad, including three all MIAA performers, End Collis James,
Gua r d Esssex Crawford,'a nd
halfback Willie Burks.
Sou th west Missouri State will
try to im prove on last years'
dis ma l season, and will have
thir ty-{)ne lettermen with whi ch
to work.
Nor thwest Missou r i has a
new head coach this year,
Gladden Dye, Jr. and hopefully
a new winning policy.
Southwest and Northwest

-

-

- ""'t',.,..........,.. .......
. . . ....... __

~~ _ _ .--~ _ _ _ ~~ •• _=- . ~
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Bldg. T-1 4

Set For Sept, II
On Sa turday, Septem ber 11 ,
th e
Student- F acu lty
golf
tourna ment, wil l be held out on
the UM R golf course. This is an
oppor tunity for the student to
help
develop
a
better
relationship with his professors,
and have a good time along with
it. So remember the dateSaturday. September I I. and
ask one of your favorite faculty
members to team up with you
and ha ve an enjoyable afternoon.
The sign up list is in the
Student Union Lobby, so try and
sig n u p before Thursday,
September 9th.

IT

NOTI CE
Students interested in
va r s ity go lf please see
Coach Bud Mercier in the
Athletic Department OfMulti-Purpose
f i ce,
Build ing, as soon as
possible .

THE SOUND CENTER
8 Track Stereo Car Players
$49.95 And Up

8 Track Portable Players
$59.95 And Up

8 Track Tapes -

As Low As $2.91

Stereo Cassette Tapes $4.85 And Up

HI FI EQUIPMENT BY
Garrard - BSR - SONY - Fisher - Pioneer
V-M - Dual - University - Morse - Jensen
- etal.

"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
PHONE: 364-1301
ROllA, MO.
MARTIN SPRING DR.

•

the title, but could pu ll an upset
on any given Sunday.

appear unable to make a run at

lEND'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

I ...... " .......

A ny stu dent in terested in
participating in Spring Sports
should contact their respective
coaches: Bud Mercier, Golf;
Joe Keeton, Wrestling; and
Charlie Finley, Track.
In order for a stude nt to be
el igible for Varsity Athletics, he
must be a student in good
standing, ca rrying at least 12
cr edit hours. Freshme n must
have a 1.60 GPA based on either
th e ACT or SA T t est. No nfreshmen m ust have compl eted
at least 24 semester hours with
a minim um GPA of 1. 60.
Transfer stud ents a re not
eligible fo r one year unless they
ha ve a t least 48 hours of
accep ta ble trans fer credit from
a junio r college, o r 24 cre di ts
with a 2.5 GPA from a juni or
co llege.

.... _ ..... &.1.~_.

6th & Elm

__ ._,. ..... ....... ". _" . . .. . ........_..
~

,.... " ...........

. 364-7715

.
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Football, Badminton, Tennis
Kick Off Fall Mural Season

By

\ Several sports loom on the
intramural horizon as school
swing s in to its sec ond week.
Intramural football is the major
me of course, as 320 intramural
I«>ints are on t~,e line.
Also beginning is intramural
badmin ton, Entries are due
September 9. The season will
open September 13, The courts
are now open for practice at the
Multi-Purpose Building.

ed in
SPorts

!leclive

GOlf
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good
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IeIther
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Tennis singles are also about
to get underway , The season
will also begin Wednesday,
September 8.

1.60,

e not

55 they
lrs of
it from
red its
JUnior

A new sport, archery is
tentatively scheduled for
October 2, but is doubtful
because of lack of funds.
Each organization must
assume responsibility for
determining the eligibility of its
competitors,

f.

INTRAMURAL ELIGIBILITY
1. Eligibility- Eva-y student
regularly matriculated in the
University of Missouri-Rolla
shall be eligible to compete with
the following exceptions: A, A
letterman from any four year
college is ineligible to compete
in that sport in which he lettered, B, Professional athletes
and ex-pros are ineligible in the
sport in which he lost his
amateur standing, C, Student
participating under an assumed
name shall be barred from all
intramural sports , D, Graduate
students mus t pa y student
activity fee. They must carry
I,D, card, E, Students on cooperative programs must be on
campus enrolled in UMR as a
student. While a co-op student is
away from campus he is not
eligible to compete, F, Faculty
members listed on faculty
roster are ineligible to compete.

er 11,
golf
out on

. you
e af·
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Lambda Chi Defends
Flag Football Crown

2. Fraternities: A. Stray sport. The men listed are
This year during the August runner-ups will put thelr title
Greeks shall be classified as
inelig ible to compete in inheat, the UMR varsity football
ambitions against the teams of
tramurals
in
this
sport.
B.
Any
members of a national
players were not the only Shamrock and 59'ers,
student out for a varsity sport
fraternity which does not have a
athletes sweating it out in "twowho competes in any game with , a-days", Many of the fraternity
chapter at University of
League Three features a
Missouri-Rolla, They are not
outside competition in that
houses, eating clubs, and other battle for the top spot between
sport during the season is
perennial
eligible to participate with
intramural organizations were Tech Club and
ineligible to compete in incampus fraternities unless they
out preparing for the upcoming football power , Phi Kappa
tramurls in that sport. C, All
are financially affiliated and on
flag football season which Theta. Pi Kappa Alpha and the
National Rolls, Name must be
varsi ty tr ack and cross country
begins Wednesday, September Prospectors' Club could also be
filed in student personnel oflettermen are ineligible to
8, The 71-72 football season contenders in the league,
fice, B, Only active members,
compete in intramural track or
should feature a lot of surprises,
The fourth league will pi t
cross country, D, Varsity due to the key rules changes.
pledges, and stray Greeks as
Sigma Nu, a very physical
athletes may not compete in
defined in part A above are
(Rela ted story, page 11.)
team against Delta Sigma Phi
any intramural sports while
eligible to compete with
and Sigma Phi Epsilon, It
The league structure this
fraternit ies,
C,
Inactive
they are members of a varisty
remains to be seen how much
members of a fraternity are
team , one week prior to first year is designed to pi t the two
the blocking rule changes will
ineligible to compete,
event in that varsity sport and most powerful teams against
hamper the Sigma Nu team
3. Organizations- A, Any man
until the termination of that each other, in the usual thrilling
which relied so heavily on their
championship game, which will
varsity sport. E. Varsity
who competes for one of the
intramural organizations
base ball players are not eligible be covered by the campus radio devastating power sweep, This
could, be the league where a
to paly softball, F. Any aathlete station, KMSM, Last year's
cannot compete for apy other
organization until the beginning on a spring sports team is not champions, Lambda Chi Alpha , dark horse carries off the title
as the leaders knock each other
of the next semester, If sport eligible for intramural spirng will be hard-pressed to defend
sports, G, Varsity athletes may their title this year, as a great off.
overlaps into second semester
participate in bowling, H, number of the organization
he must complete that sport,
A special league has been
also be financially affiliated.
Varsity athletes may par- should field tough uni ts ,
formed for some of the smaller
Example, Joe Doe is a member ticipate in handbal L
Lambda Chi's main com- organizations , They are mo,; tly
of Tech Club the first semester,
petition
should be from Sigma unknown so far as football
He competes in flag football for
Pi , seeded number 2 in the potential is concerned,
Tech Club, He pledges Theta
SEPTEMBER 9: East, Sigma
Any person interested in league, behind the defending
Chi. He must finish semestaPi-T ,K.E, P .K,T, - Kappa
champions,
with Tech Club, B. A new working for the Missouri Miner
Sigma, West: ShamrockIn League Number Two,
organization must be an ap- apply at T-14 between the hours
Kappa Sigma, last year's Engineers
proved campus organization of 1:00-5:00 Mon,-Fri.
with a membership of at least
II eligible members and may be
admitted at the beginning of a
DATE
EAST
semester only, C. Organization The Wesley program on
WEST
Wednesday,
Sept.
8
will
be
that fails to paticipate in three
Shamrock-Engineers
9
Sigma
Pi-TKE.
Sept.
intra mur al sports will im- entitled "Welcome to Wesley",
Delta Sig-M.R.H,A.
P .K,T. - Kappa Sigma
mediately be dismissed from It will begin at 6 p,m, at the
Wesley House, 403 West Eighth
further intramural competition,
5ger's-A,P.A.
Beta Sig-Campus Club
Sept. 10
D. Any member of the par- Street.
Sig Phi Ep-Triangle
Pi K A . - Prospectors
tici pa ting intramural
organizations who is eating or
Shamrock-A.P.A,
Sept. 13 Sigma Pi-Campus Club
residing in his organization and
M.R.H.A.-Sigma Phi Ep
P,KT.-Prospectors
The
Student
Union
is
sponis considered a bona fide
member of his organization, is sering a folk sing . Dick and
Sept. 14 Delta'Sig-Sig Tau Gamma Sig Nu-Triangle
considered eligible, If he has Georgia McCormack will be the
A,E.P.-Pi Kappa Phi
Liahona-Wesley
singers,
That
will
be
in
the
been an active member for one
Student
Union
Ballroom
on
year and becomes married, he
Kappa Sig-Engineers
La Chi-TKE .
Friday, Sept. 10, at 7:30 p.m,
Sept 15
is eligible to com pete for his
Delta , Tau-Mates
Tech Club-KA,
organization providing he
maintains an active role in his
organizations meetings, functions and a general member in
The UMR Rifle Team is
good standing, All cases must
holding try-outs for several
be approved by the Intramural
Varsity positions. Those
managers Association Commarksmen interestelj
mittee on Eligibility,
should contact Major
5, Varsity Participation- A,
Knowles or Sgt. Scree ton at
The varsity coach shall submit
341-4744 as soon as possible,
a squad roster for each varsity

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

in

see
the

Football League

Of·

ose
as

League One
Lambda Chi
Sigma Pi
Beta Sig
Campus

VOLKSWAGEN

Fuller Jewelry

TKE
Delta Tau
Mates
League Two

The Finest In Diamonds

Kappa Sig
Shamrock
59'ers

Tech Club
P,K .T,
Pi KA,
Prospectors
Kappa Alpha
Thetaa Xi
Theta Chi
League Four
SigmaNu
Delta Sig
Sig Ep
Triangle
M,R.H.A.
Sig Tau Gamma
Special
AE. Pi
Pi Kap Phi

5

Wesley Liahona

-

BILL SOWERS MOTORS

And Jewelry

AP,A,

Engine
T,J,
Acacia
LeagueThree

AUTHORIZED
Sal •• and Service

U.M.R . Class Rings
PHONE 364-51.78

715 Pine St.

364-2142

Rolla, Mo.

HWY, 66 EAST IN NORTHWYE

Special Financing for Graduatin.g Seniors

PARTY AT WILDWOOD!!

509 Liquor Store

- AN ENTIRE PIG
- A BEEF ROUND
BIG PINEY RIVER FLOAT TRIPS
CANOE RENTALS
HAY RIDES
For Arrangements To Suit Your
Needs, CONTACT:
Wildwood Family Campground
Phone: 336-3818
Devil's Elbow

Welcomes

* BARBEQUES
*
*
*

All Of The Miners Back
To School

•••

STOP IN SOON

•••
Remember We

Will Not Knowingly Be Undersold

'
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Blocking Rules Raise Controversy

No DOlNnfield What?
Several rule changes aimed
at curbing injuries will get their
firs t test tonight in the opening
games of the 1971 intramural
season.
Lambda Chi Alpha will
defend its title against Delta
Tau Delta ; and Kappa Sigma
will meet Thomas Jefferson in
the 6: 00 p.m . contests. At 7::ll
p.m. Tech Club plays Theta Xi ;
aand Sigmaa Nu meets Sigma
Tau Gamma . A complete
schedule of all games appears
<11 page eleven.
The new rules deal
lX"imarily with blocking on the
JXlrt of the offense. First of all,
00 blocking allowed beyond the
line of scrimmage. Penalty is
ten yards and loss of down
assessed from the line of
scrimmage . Secondly, no
downfield blocking on kick-offs
and punts. On kick--off
violations the ball will be
rekicked with a ten-yard
penalty. On punts the kicking
team will have a choice of (1)
Re-kicking the bal~ (2) Tenyard penalt y assessed from spot
where the ball is caught or
becomes dead . Finally , the
defense cannot rush punter if he
has signaled he will punt the
ball. The offensive line cannot
release from th e line of
scrimmage until the ball is
kicke d Penalty for this offense
is five yards . If punter signals
he wi ll punt , and the defense
rushes him , the penalty is ten
yards and an automatic first
down. If punter does not signal
by raising his hand, then the
defense can rush wit hout
penalty.
In regard to the types of
blocking, only shoulder blocks
are allowed. Blockers must
have one foot on the ground at
the moment of contact. Flying,
rolling and crosss body blocks
are strictly forbidden.
According to Burr Van
Nostrand, Intramural
Director, the changes are
designed to "clean-up" football
and to cut down on serious injuries. While the changes are
severe in some respects, they
are a much better alternative
than eliminating football from
the intramural schedule.
The following is a complete
listing of the 1971 Intramural
Football Rules:
1. Squad unlimited.
2. Seven men constitute a
team. If a team does not meet
this requirement, a forfeit shall
be called after a ten minute
delay.
3. Each team must furnish
<I1e timer and s C<I"er.
4. Officials are in chargd of all
contests and have full power to
enforce all regulations.
5. Games will start at 6:00 and
7:30 p.m. beginning September
7.

Marked zones 5 yards
beyond playing field on
sidelines will be area for
spectators and team substitutes. Failure to keep behind
the line accrues a 10 ya rd
penalty will be assessed from
the line of scrimmage against
the vio lating team.
7. Team forfeits $5, paid
to Intramural Managers
Association.
PLA YlNG RULES
1. Official Intercollegiate
Rules will apply except as
hereafter listed . Main rule
cha nges: 1 (a) No downfield
. blocking beyond line of
6.

scrimmage. 2 (a) No downfield
blocking on kickdf returns. 3
(a ) No downfield blocking on
pmt returns . 4 (a) No rush on
IXlnter. Punter must signify to
referee he is punting.
Penalities under Rule 1:
1-1 (a) Downfield blocking
beyond line of scrimmaage.
Penalty 10 yar ds loss of down
assessed from line of scrimmage.
1-2(a) No downJield blocking
beyond line of scrimmage.
Penalty 10 yards loss of down
assessed from line of scrimmage.
1-2(a) No downJield blocking
<11 kick off returns. If violation
ball will be re-kicked with ten
yard penalty assessed against
receiving team.
1-3(a) No downfield blocking
<11 IXlnt returns. Violation by
receiving team . Kiddng team
will have choice of (1) Rekicking ball (2) Penalty 10
yards assessed from spot of
foul
1-4(a) Defensive team cannot
rush IXlnter unless punter has
oot signified he will punt.
Violatiion is 10 yards.
Automatic first down.
2. Offensive team must place
3 men on line of scrimmage .
Pena lty is fi ve yards loss of
down.
3. Rubber cleated shoes may
be worn, basketball or gym
shoes regulation only. Violators
banished from game may not
re-enter play .
4. The re is no restriction on
the number of times a player
may re-enter game. However,
ball must be declared dead by
the officials. (Penalty is 5
yards) All players must come
from the huddles. Substitution
must be ready to enter game
before or during huddle. Failure
to be on th e field during huddle
or after team is on the scrimmage line can be called delay of
game. Penalty is 5 yards.
5. All players are eligible for a
forward pass.
6.Field will be marked off in
10 yard zones. The offensive
team must advance the ball
from one zone to the other in
three downs or lose possession
of the ball.
7. Scoring and touchdowns - 6
points. Safety - 2 points. Point
after TD - 1 point. Must be a
free kick from ten yard line
place of kick. No field goals. No
kicking tees. No hard toe shoes.
8. Ball will be put in play on
ten yard Ii ne after a touchback.
9. All players are eligible for a
forward pass.
10. Kickoff out of bounds will
be put in play on 20 yard line or
option of where it goes out of
bounds. Kickoff goes into end
zone, ball is dead and goes in
play at ten yard line.
11. Game will be played in
twenty minute hal ves . Clock
will run con tinously with a five
minute rest in between halves.
Clock will be stopped on a
violation.
12. Each team will be allowed
three one-minute time outs per
hall.
13. Blocking - Shoulder block
only is permitted on line of
scrimmage. Blockers must
have one foot on the ground at
moment of contact. Flying,
rolling an d cross body blocks
are strictly prohibited . No
downfield blocking. For illegal
block , penalty is 10 yards and
loss of down. Downfield block on

punted balls , kickoffs covered must be worn so that a flag is
in Rule 1. In blocking , hands on each hip and one behind.
must be placed on chest and Managers must check out flags
must be stationary at all times. and belts . They must be
Any upward or downward returned. Also numbered shirts.
pumping action will be a
17. Fumbled Balls - Ball
violation. Illegal arm action, is which strikes ground is dead
10 yards plus loss of down. Ball goes to team with last
Called twice on a player in one possession. Ball in play where it
game, he is to be banished from hi ts ground.
the game.
18. Tie Game - Each team will
14. Tackling - A player is be given three downs to adtackled and his progress stops vance ball from their 40 yard
at the spot on the flags while he line. If no score , team gaining
loses <I1e or all glags while ball the most yardage wins. Loss of
is in his possession or when any ball due to interception results
JXlrt of his body, except his feet in loss of all other downs and
or hands come in contact with teams advancement is
the ground. If a runner loses a measured from where ball was
flag while in process of play, IXlt in play. No time outs during
which is a result or fault of his, overtime. Above precedure is to
if it is a running ball, it is dead be used until a winner is
at spot where flag drops and if declared.
it is a forw ard pass, the ball is
19. Officcials are in charge of
dead at completion spot.
contest. Following penalties are
15. Ball carrier cannot use 10 yards:
stiff arm. He may not run with
(1) Unnecessary roughness.
head down. Defense must play
(2) Offensiveholdding. Ten
the flag and not the runner and yard loss of down.
cannot grab, hold, etc. Defense
(3) Defensive holding or using
cannot push runner out of forarms - 10 yard automatic
bounds. The penalty is 10 yards. first down .
16. All players must wear a
(4) megal block by offense flag belt and three flags. Belts

10 yard loss of down.

(5) Downfield Block.
(6) Un sportsmanlike conduct. This includes illegal flag
IXllling. 1-4-6 called twice shall
disqualify player.
20. No protests accepted.
Games settled on the field.
21. Ball is dead on kickoffs
and punts which hit the ground.
Also kickoffs or. punts which go
into the end zone. Ball then goes
to the 10 yard line.
22. When a 10 yard penalty is
assessed, it must be assessed
from line of scrimmage or the
spot where foul occurred,
whichever is the greater advantage.
23. Safety occurs when punter
drops ball in end zone. Ball is
centered over kickers head.
Runner is tackled in end zone.
Offense causes ball to be
dropped in end zone, such as a
fumbled ball which crosses end
zone in air.
24. Ball must be carried over
end z<l1e by run or pass. Ball
cannot be fumbled over goal
line and count as a TD. Ball
fumbled over goul line goes in
play at one yard line.
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Schlitz draught beer in quart bottles
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Now you can take it with you.
Real Schlitz draught beer in quart bottles
-the world's finest draught beer.
Enjoy it at your neighborhood tavernor at home.
Take home a quart. Or hvclve.
hen you're out of Sch litz , you're o ut of beer;'

"w

Broyles Distr. Co.
Rolla, Mo.
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